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ABSTRACT 

 Now a day’s web mining plays a prominent role in analyzing the web user’s behavior. 

As we all know that a lot of e-commerce web sites try to host different products and collect 

user opinion towards those products through user reviews systems. These reviews are not 

only helpful to gain detailed view of the product, but also help online business to target 

additional details for improvement of that product. There was a tremendous filtering 

techniques included in recommender systems in order to help users deal with information 

overload by making high quality personalized recommendations. But they are not accurate 

because of malicious user’s who try to enter into the system with some valid profiles and try 

to give wrong inputs for the products. This type of attack is known as Shilling Attack, in 

which spam users try to promote or degrade targeted items intentionally through fraudulent 

reviews. All the primitive shilling attack algorithms usually deal with some specific kind of 

attacking strategy, and failed to handle the continuous emerging new cheating methods. In 

this proposed thesis, we try to implement shilling attack detection by using python library for 

more informed recommendation by fraudulent action propagation on the reviews themselves. 

Key Words: 

  Shilling Attack, E-Commerce, Filtering Techniques, Recommendation Model, 

Fraudulent Propagation. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this ever connected world, the way people shop has changed a lot from primitive 

days. People are buying more and more products over the internet instead of going traditional 

shopping. This is all because of e-commerce web sites, which provides customers with the 

opportunity of surfing infinite number of product catalogues with various prices, being 

continuously informed, creating wish list and enjoying a better service based on their 

individual interests. This e-commerce sites also enabled user’s to quickly shift their attention 

from one web site to other, if their common necessities are not satisfied[1]. 

 

  
Figure 1.Represents the Sample Flow of E-Commerce Shopping  
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  From the above figure 1, we can clearly see the flow of e-commerce website during 

online shopping. User can surf several products and he can see list of options like price, 

color, size, brand, availability, discount and so on. Once if he wishes to purchase any product 

he will choose from that list and try to ignore the un-necessary products[2]. 

   

  As we all know that e-commerce administrator or  analysts require to know and 

understand consumers' behavior like who purchased the products, which products are not 

purchased and why the customer’ are motivated to view their website and so on. These all 

requirements will be helpful in making some improvements in the website design with the 

aim of increasing its efficiency. Getting all these behavioral knowledge will allow e-

commerce websites to deliver a more personalized service to customers, to retain customers 

and to increase benefits. 

 

However discovering customer' behavior and the reasons that guide their buying 

process is a very complex task. E-commerce websites provide customers with a wide variety 

of navigational options and actions: users can freely move through different product 

categories, follow multiple navigational paths to visit a specific product, or use different 

mechanisms to buy products, for example. Usually, these user activities are recorded in the 

web server logs. Web server logs store, in an ordered way, the sequence of web events 

generated by each user. The very valuable users' behaviour is hidden in these logs, which 

must be discovered and analyzed. A correct analysis can be subsequently used to improve the 

website contents and structure, to adapt and personalize contents, to recommend products, or 

to understand the interest of users in specific products, for instance. 

 

In recent days recommender systems (RS) have become a most prominent tool to 

recommend movie updates, reviews, research publications, news reviews and a lot more. 

They act as a prominent role in many popular websites, such as Google, Flipkart, Amazon 

and Yahoo. They are mainly used to guess a rating or importance of an item given by several 

web users. In general, these RS produce recommendations using two approaches [1, 2].  

 

The first approach is CF nothing but collaborative filtering approach. CF basically 

builds models from a user’s previous behaviour coupled with similar decisions made by other 

users. This is then used to build a model to predict items or ratings for items that a user may 

be interested in. The second is content-based filtering, which uses the characteristics of an 

item to recommend additional items with similar properties. A key advantage of 

recommender systems using a CF approach is that it does not rely on the ability of the 

algorithms to analyse its content and thus is capable of recommending a variety of items, 

such as movies, without requiring a deep understanding of the content of the item itself [3, 4]. 

In contrast, by using a content-based filtering approach we may need additional information 

such as genre and actors. CF based recommender systems compare the collected data from a 

user to similar and dissimilar data collected from other users and calculates a list of 

recommended items for the user. 

 

Unfortunately, as we know that best ratings or reviews promise a good selling rate, 

these systems are prone to manipulation from producers or malicious users. Some of the 

examples on manipulation have been outlined in [4] which is clearly explained in Amazon 

and eBay. Recent research has shown that most popular algorithms employed in current CF 

applications can be rather easily manipulated through biased profiles [4]. More specifically, 

this can be achieved by introducing fake user profiles that highly rate a set of target items, 

and then rate other items, in such a way that they become similar to many profiles of regular 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref001
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref002
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref003
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref004
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users. The desired result is known as a shilling attack and consists of either increasing (push 

attack) or lowering (nuke attack) the ratings of some target items 

 

 The main contributions of this current paper can be summarized as follows: 

1)  We try to design and prove shilling attack detection in review systems for a 

personalized recommendation with a unified framework. 

2) We try to design an efficient algorithm for propagation and prove the convergence of 

the propagation process. 

3) Also we try to conduct extensive experiments on some real-world review datasets and 

try to verify the effectiveness of our proposed unified framework. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
In this section we will find the related background work that was analyzed and studied 

in order to implement this current thesis. This section will describe the work that is related to 

shilling attack and its importance. Now let us look about that in detail in this below section: 

 

A) Preliminary Knowledge 

 The word “shilling” was first coined by Lam.SK and J.Riedl [4], which is nothing but 

injecting some fake profiles inside the server records and try to post fake reviews on the 

products which are not at all purchased by any one. In recent days a tremendous research is 

going on in detecting and reducing the effects of profile injection attacks. This shilling attack 

mainly contains a set of attack profiles, each containing biased rating data associated with a 

fictitious user identity.  

 Although “shilling” profiles behave similar to genuine profiles, it is difficult to 

identify and separate both of them. These attack profiles are mainly depend on either random 

or average attack models which were introduced originally in [4] and used in [7]. Both of 

these attack models involve the generation of attack profiles using randomly assigned ratings 

to the filler items in the profiles. In a random attack the assigned ratings are based on the 

overall distribution of user ratings in the dataset, while in an average attack the rating for 

each filler item is computed based on its average rating for all users. In addition to these 

standard attack models, several more sophisticated models have been studied. Intentional 

attacks can cause the recommender system to become unreliable and untrustworthy, which 

can result in user distrust.  

 In this paragraph we mainly concentrate on research of attack detection in a  CF  

recommender system. There are mainly three categories of attack detection algorithms:  

1) Supervised Attack Detection,  

2) Unsupervised Attack Detection, and 

3) Semi-supervised Attack Detection. 

 If we look at the supervised attack detection category, all the attack detection 

techniques are framed as a classification problem. There was a huge research been 

undertaken to employ supervised learning for shilling attack detection [5], [ 9]. Example of 

various classification algorithms which come under SAD model is kNN-based, C4.5-based 

and SVM-based 

 If we look at the second category, unsupervised attack detection approaches address 

these issues by training on an unlabeled dataset. These methods involve far less 

computational effort as compared to supervised approaches. The benefit of this is that these 

techniques facilitate online learning and improve detection accuracy[11].  

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref004
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref004
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref014
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref005
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0130968#pone.0130968.ref016
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Figure 2.Represents the Recommendation Model of E-Commerce Products 

 

 If we look at the semi-supervised attack detection model, there we can identify both 

unlabelled and labeled user profiles for multi-class modeling[12].  

 

3. THE PROPOSED ATTACKS ON RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS 

In this section, we mainly describe the various attacks on recommendation system 

which uses shilling attack as a main technique for injecting fake profiles into the website and 

creating  wrong ratings for all products. Now let us discuss about this proposed attacks in 

detail as follows: 

 

MOTIVATION 

 The main motivation for developing this current thesis started by observing the 

intruder who are injecting fake profiles in the system by many ways. An attacker can insert 

fake profiles into the system either manually or by using an automated tool to insert them into 

the system. If the system is very small I.e. number of users is very less and so the reviews or 

ratings they provide manually by insertion technique is also efficient. Although inserting 

profiles through manual approach into the system take lots of effort and time. In small system 

even small number of fake profiles can promote and demote a particular item. But if our 

system is large containing thousands of users and billions ratings, in this condition small 

number of fake users do not cause much effect in the system. And if attacker tries to insert 

large number of profiles manually then it will not be an optimal solution as it will take lots of 

effort and time. In this scenario, he must adopt the automation tools to insert the biased 

profiles in the system resulting in recommendations that favors or disfavors a given item. A 

collaborative recommendation system must be open to user inputs, so it is very difficult to 

design a collaborative recommender system that cannot be attacked, which can be seen in 

figure 2. So researchers are mainly focused on the defending against such attacks. 

 

VARIOUS ATTACK MODELS 

 Generally a profile injection attack against a recommender system consists of a set of 

profiles injected to the system by the attacker. A general structure of these profiles is shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.Represents the General structure of a profile in a profile injection attack. 
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 From the above figure 3,we can clearly identify that structure of any user profile is  

divided in to four categories and each profile consist each category. 

 

I.Target item ( ): This attribute clearly identify that, always there will be only one target 

item in the items set. 

 

II. Selected items (  ): it is a set of selected items that represents a small group of items that 

have been selected because of their association with the target item.For some of attacks this 

set may be empty. These are generally chosen randomly. 

 

III. Filler item ( ): the set of filler items represents a group of randomly selected items in the 

database which are assigned ratings according to the proportion of the attack. Size of the 

selected item set is small, so size of each profile (total number of ratings) is determined by 

the size of filler item set. 

 

IV. Unrated item set ( ): this is the set of items that are not rated by attack profile.(4.1).A 

profile injection attack against a collaborative filtering system consists a large number of 

attack profiles of same type based on same attack model is added to the database of real user 

profiles. The motive behind such an attack is to either increase (in case of push attack) or 

decrease (in case of nuke attack) the system’s predicted rating on a target item for a given 

user. 

 As well all know the fact that attackers need to gain more influence of the system in 

order to effectively promote the target items, to reveal distinctive features in the rating 

patterns. Attackers should therefore have very high values for NPD, Average Similarity, 

Degree of agreement with other users, and RDMA, as well as a very low value for Standard 

Deviation in User Ratings. The following algorithm detects shilling attackers based on these 

expectations: 

 
 From the algorithm lines 2-4, the algorithm computes for each user the values for all 

statistical metrics, and then in lines 5-6 decides, based on her assessed probability of being an 

attacker, whether her profile will be discarded from the computation of recommendations or 

not. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into 

programmatically manner. In this stage we will divide the application into a number of 

modules and then coded for deployment. We have implemented the proposed concept on 

Python programming language in order to show the performance this proposed shilling 
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attacks using fraudulent Action Propagation Technique. Now let us look at the 

implementation screens in detail as follows: 

 

Fraudulent Action Propagation Technique Screen 1 

 

 
 Here we try to take a sample text file,rating.txt and then try to keep that file on a test 

folder.Now the python library browses that file from the desktop location and then try to 

calculate the count of users,items and record count.Now we try to apply the FAP model ,we 

then get the prescribed output under iterative manner. 

 
 From the above screen we can clearly identify that after a set of iterations, we can 

able to calculate the precision,recall,fi-score and support for the given input data set. 

 
 From the above screen we can clearly identify the Principal component Analysis is 

applied for identying the shilling attackers whose profiles are matched and separated from the 

normal user profiles. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we finally implemented a novel shilling attack detection and spam user 

identification from a personalized recommendation systems using PCA and FAP techniques. 

Here we mainly analyzed the problem of shilling attack detection on a e-commerce products , 

which alleviates researchers and practitioners 
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from the exhausting work of fighting against continuously emerging new attack strategies. 

Our experimental results on python library using some product data set verified the 

effectiveness of our framework, and the possibility to boost other shilling attack detection 

approaches with the spam probability features produced by our framework. 
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